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I didn't sleep well last night, how about you? - you crazy
thing! this bowl of toasteeo's wont pull me through, til
pigs have wings, I wish I knew, what's going on, the
king is dead, the legend still lives on, why has he been
hiding from me for so long? 

The truth wont bring me down - unless someone finds
out what it is.

On the road to nowhere I have seen some crazy things,
messengers of hope toasted and green, what joy it
brings, to understand what's going on. the deck is
stacked, the lines are light years long, where will I find
comfort for me when you're gone? 

The truth can't bring me down unless somebody knows
what it is.
I keep on dreaming that they're coming for me, and
there's nothing down here that can set me free, it all
went by so fast I never found my feet there's a whole
'nother world down in the street. of this frail existence, I
wish I knew.
You wont believe anything until it happens to you! -warp
two.

At the helm they don't know what to do - those crazy
beings! - straighten deck chairs on titanic two - and
dream of things they understand, they can't back
down, if we stay on course the ice will turn around. don
my vest cause their running this ship to the ground.

The truth wont bring you down at least until you know
what it is.
I keep on dreaming that they're coming for me, and
there's nothing down here that can set me free, it went
by so fast I never found my feet there's a whole 'nother
world down in the street. -of this frail existence, I wish I
knew
You wont believe anything until it happens to you! -warp
two!
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With your finger on the button I'd swear that you know,
but it's all that I have left now that I'm standing in the
back row, lost that deam that I got in my head, lights
out, game over, 'nuff said.
You wont believe anything until it happens to you. -
warp two.

The truth can't bring you down....
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